
Orchestrating the Right Solution
CDW’s Cloud Security Assessment provides you a complete picture of your cloud security 
risks, strengths and opportunities for improvements. Our cloud security experts combine 
industry best-practice frameworks with proprietary models, built from years of experience 
delivering these assessments. Our team uses a combination of automated tooling, manual 
validation and efficient interviews to gather the necessary information about people, processes 
and technology across your cloud environment. We then map our findings back to our five cloud 
categories, which further spans to the domains of the Cloud Security Alliance’s Cloud Controls 
Matrix. We review our observations with you before any deliverables are finalized to ensure 
accuracy. Once we finalize the deliverable, our team begins performing remediation to create 
real improvement via applied controls.

CDW GETS CLOUD SECURITY

CDW's proprietary Cloud Security 
Assessment helps customers to:

• Validate controls implemented in your 
environment 

• Assist in the prioritization of 
improvement initiatives, including tool 
selection and rollout

• Perform high-value issue remediation

• Develop a roadmap for long-term 
strategic program enhancements

• Align controls for uniformity across 
cloud providers and environments

• Map your future efforts to best practice 
frameworks, including CIS benchmarks 
and the CSA CCM

• Secure a greenfield deployment for a 
new application

Assessment Details

• Length: Six to eight weeks

• Industries: Manufacturing, Financial 
Services, Retail, Energy, Technology, 
Healthcare, Nonprofit

• Frameworks: CSA Cloud Controls 
Matrix, CIS Benchmarks

As organizations’ cloud footprints continue to expand, understanding the extent of security 
issues and prioritizing cloud security risk appropriately remain ever-evolving challenges. 
Limited budgets, time and expertise make it difficult for organizations to gain a clear picture of 
their cloud environment and its impact on security. Many organizations turn to tools to manage 
cloud security risk, but no matter how many tools are purchased, a cloud security program 
cannot be effective without full visibility into weaknesses across people, processes and 
technology.

CDW’s Cloud Security Assessment can help you achieve:
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CDW’s full lifecycle of Services can support your organization no matter where you are on your journey 
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CDW AMPLIFIEDTM   Security Services

WE GET THE VALUE  

OF ASSESSING  

CLOUD SECURITY.

CDW Amplified™ Information Security
Cloud Security Assessment

https://www.cdw.com/content/cdw/en/services/amplified-services.html


To learn more about the Cloud Security Assessment, 
contact your account manager or call 800.800.4239.
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Services Overview
The following deliverables and outcomes are included in the Cloud Security Assessment:

Evaluating Cloud Security CDW Assessment

Assessment Focus Areas

Configuration of resources

Architecture design and principles

Telemetry for resources and the management plane

Access control and identity management

Governance for risk remediation and management

Deliverables

Gap assessment report describing key issues identified along with tactical steps for remediation

Technical findings export, including all findings discovered in scans run by our automated tools 

Weekly status report updates with accomplishments, next steps and milestone updates

Outcomes

Immediately remediable findings to reduce the real risk exposure of your environment

Improved understanding of cloud footprint and thematic security opportunities for longer-term initiatives

Enhanced awareness of key cloud security tooling capabilities and optimization points

Reduced real environment exposure and risk

Defined strategic roadmap for organized program improvements


